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GLOSSARY 
TERMS SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO MIUS. 

AIR BRAKES: Longitudinal shutters used in conjunction with normal shutters to reduce the speed of sails. 
AIR POLES: Connect the shutter bars of roller-reefing sails with the spider. 
ANG~E OF WEATHER: The twist in a sail to catch the wind and give driving power. 
ANNULAR SAIL: Circular sail with a single row of shutters 
ANTI-CLOCKWISE SAIL: Sails which turn anti-clockwise when viewed from the front. The normal direction. 
ARK: A meal bin. 
ARRIS: The shoulder of the furrow on a stone producing a sharp cutting edge. 
BACKS: Sail timbers bolted onto an iron cross. 
BACKS TAYS: Timber struts at the back of the sail which provide suppoti for the sailbars and maintain the angle of weather. 
BALANCE WEIGHTS: i. Discs of metal carried on a threaded screw on a runner stone to achieve balance. 

ii. Lead pellets canied in four weight boxes on the outer rim of the runner stone. 
BANDED FANT AIL: Fantail whose vanes are striped with bands of colour as a decoration. 
BAR: Lateral member of a sail frame. 
BASE: Lowest portion of a smock mill which supports the tower, and is usually of brick. 
BA TIER: Slope in the walls of a building. 
BAY: Space between sail bars of shuttered sails. 
BELL ALARM: Warning bell fitted so it rings when grain in hopper feeding stones runs low. 
BELL CORD: A cord connecting alarm bell to leather in the hopper. 

~ ·BELL CRANK: Part of striking mechanism connecting spider and fork iron. Also known as triangle. 
r BELL LEATHER: A leather hinge in the hopper, operating bell alarm. 

BED STONE: Lower stationary stone of pair of millstones. 
BILL: A chisel used for dressing stones. 
BINDER: Heavy timber beams laid in pairs across under each floor of smock mills. 
BIN: Grain storage container, usually on top floor of a mill. 
BIN FLOOR: An upper floor of a mill where grain bins are located. 
BIRDSMOUTH JOINT: Double-tongued joint between two quarter bars and the cross trees in a post mill. 
BISI: Cushion or pillow of bran (usually) for resting an arm on when dressing stones. 
BLUE STONE: Syn. Cullin stone, imported from Germany. 
BOB WEIGHTS: Weights of a centrifugal governor tentering system. 
BOLLARD: Horizontal barrel of a sack-hoist system. 
BOLSTER: Heavy plate supporting neck bearing ofwindshaft. 
BOLTER: Early form of machine for dressing flour out of meal. 
BRACED TAIL POLE: Tail pole suspended from the cap of a smock/tower mill, with diagonal brace struts. 
BRAKE: Band round brake-wheel, working on its outer rim, to hold sails when they have been stopped. 
BRAKE BAND: Band as above, of wood or iron, or a combination. 
BRAKE BEAM: Syn. Brake lever. Pivoted beam, usually of oak, to apply the brake. 
BRAKE HOOK: Swinging iron hook to hold brake beam when it has been released. 
BRAKE ROPE: Rope hanging from brake beam which is pulled to apply or release brake. 
BRAKE WHEEL: A large wheel mounted on windshaft upon which the brake acts. 
BRA YER: (or Bray) Intermediate lever between bridge tree and steelyard of the tentering system. 
BREAST (of Mill): Forward end of post mill, behind sails. 
BREAST (of stones): Middle third of grinding face of a millstone. 
BREAST BEAM: Syn. Weather beam. Main horizontal timber in breast of a mill, taking weight of windshaft. 
BRESSUMER: Syn. Side girt. Horizontal beam supporting an upper wall of a smock mill. 
BRIDGE: A curved bar across the eye of runner stone, supporting it on the mace. 
BRIDGE TREE: Hinged beam supporting stone spindle. 
BRIDGING BOX: Adjustable housing for bearing at bottom of a stone spindle, mounted on bridge tree. 
BRINDLE IRONS: Clamps to hold sail backs to arms of cross. 
BUCK: Body of a post mill. 
BURR STONE: Syn. French Burr. A freshwater quartz millstone, imported from France. 
CANISTER. Syn. Poll End. Cast iron double box, mounted on windshaft to hold stocks. 
CANT: Part of the frame of a wooden gear wheel on which rim is fitted. 
CANT POST: Corner post of a smock mill. 
CAP: Movable top of a smock or tower mill. 
CAP CIRCLE: Timber sub-frame from which rafters rise on some caps. 
CAP FRAME: Main base frame of a cap. 
CAP PIECE: Rear tie-beam of the cap sheers. 
CAP SPARS: Syn. Cap ribs. Upright timbers or rafters supporting the roof of a cap. 



CATCHPOLE'S SKYSCRAPERS: Syn. air brakes. 

CENTRE BEAM: Beam in the centre of a cap frame. 

CENTRIFUGAL GOVERNORS: Governors worked by centrifugal force, for tentering. See also Lag Governors. 

CfWN POSTS: Posts round the wheel track, used to fasten chain of a hand winch in winding a post mill. 

CHUTE: Syn. Spout. Wooden vertical enclosed trough to convey grain or meal, etc. to the floor below. 

CILL: Syn. SILL. Bottom plate, usually of oak, on base of a smock mill to carry cant posts. 

CLAM: Iron grip with a ring, for insertion in the side of mill stone to raise it for dressing. 

CLAMPS: Strengthening timbers laid alongside stocks. 

CLAPPER: Obsolete device for shaking grain from a feed shoe. 

CLAPS: Trapdoors in each floor of a mill to allow passage of sack-hoist. 

CLASP ARM WHEEL: A wooden gear wheel, in which two pairs of parallel spokes clasp the axle and one another. 

See also Compass Arm. 

CLOCKWISE SAILS: Running clockwise when viewed from the front. Reverse to nonnal. 

CLOTHS: Canvas sails. 
COCK-HEAD: Rounded top of a stone spindle. 

COLLAR: The steady bearing round the post, in the bottom of a post mill body. 

COMMON SAILS: Syn. Cloth sails. Sails spread with canvas. 

COMP ASS ARM WHEEL: A wooden gear wheel with the arms morticed through the shaft. See also clasp arm wheel. 

COMPOSITE MILL: A post mill with the body moWlted on a short tower rather than on a post. 

COMPOSITION STONE: Stones manufactured from cement and carborundum or emery. 

CORBELLED CURB: Stone or brick stepped projection at the top of the tower to support the curb. 

COW-POP GEAR: Syn. trundle wheel. Early gear wheel using pegs in place of cogs. 

CRACKING, CRACKS: Syn. stitching. Process of cutting the fine grooves or lines in the lands of a millstone when it is being 

dressed for flour production. 

CROOK STRING: The cord controlling the angle of the shoe feeding grain to the stone. 

CROSS: Multi-armed iron casting fixed to the end of a windshaft to carry sails on its arms. 

CROSSTREES: Main horizontal timber beams of the substructure of a post mill, laid crossing one another and supporting the 

quarter-bars. 

' CROTCH: A forked end of the quant shaft which fits into the mace. 

CROWNTREE: Horizontal transverse beam pivoting on the top of the post, and carrying the body of the post mill. 

CROWN WHEEL: A large face or bevel gear with pegs or cogs meshing with a smaller pinion. 

CULLIN STONE: Syn. blue stone. Stones. imported from Cologne. 

CURB: Circular iron or timber plate on top of the tower of a smock or tower mill, supporting the revolving cap. 

Also, the top of the rmmdhouse wall of a Midlands type of post mill. 

DAGGER POINT: Second position for spreading cloth on common sails. 

DAMSEL: Iron casting used with under-drift stones to agitate the shoe and assist the flow of the grain. It may be three or four 

anned, when it is known as a three or a four-beat damsel. 

DEAD CURB: Cap frame having rubbing contact only with bearing blocks without the use of rollers. 

See also Live and Shot Curb. 

DEAD LEAD: Syn. wind board. Wide board replacing the shutters on inner half of the leading edge of double shuttered sails, to 

«gather in" the wind. 

DOUBLE-SHUTTERED: Sails with shutters on both leading and trailing sides of the whip or stock 

DRAG STICK: Hazel or other twig held in the eye-tin in order to prevent the grain clogging. 

DRESSING (of Meal): Separating the flour out of the meal. 

DRESSING (of Stones): Cutting the grinding faces of a millstone. 

DRIVING SIDE: Trailing side of sails, which follows the stock or whip. 

DUST FLOOR: Top floor of a tower or smock mill, beneath the cap. 

EYE (of a Stone): i. Hole in the centre of runner stone for entry of the grain. 

ii. Inner third of grinding surface of the stone. 

EYE (of Wind): Square into the wind. 

EYE STAFF: Short staff for proving the eye of the stone when dressing. 

EYE TIN: Metal lining sometimes fitted into the eye of a wheat stone. 

FAN. Syn. Fantail. 
FAN CARRIAGE: Structure running on wheels, carrying the fantail of a post mill. 

FAN SP AR: Upright timber supporting the fan. 

FAN SPINDLE: The axle on which the fan vanes rotate. 

FAN STAGE: Wooden structure and supports of the platform of the fantail mechanism. 

FAN ST AR: Syn. Star Wheel. Metal hub and spokes of the fan on a fantail 

FANTAIL: A fan set at the rear of the mill, at right angles to the sails, geared to tum the post-mill or cap with the sails into the 

eye of the wind automatically. 

FEED SHOE: The guide to take the grain from the hopper to the eye of the stone. 

FIRST REEF: Third position for spreading cloth on common sails. 



FLATS: Syn. Thimbles. Bearings in which the shutters are pivoted. 

FLOATS: Paddles of the scoop wheel of drainage windpumps. 

FLOUR DRESSER: A machine for separating the flour from the meal. 

FLY: Syn. Fantail. 

FORK IRON: Long iron bar connecting the shutter-bars and spider mechanism of patent sails. 

FOOTSTEP BEARING: Bearing at bottom of a stone spindle. 

FOUR BEAT DAMSEL: Casting with four arms to agitate the shoe, in underdrift system 

FRENCH BURR. Freshwater quartz millstone for flour production, imported from France. 

FULL SAIL: Four$ position for spreading cloth on common sails. 

FURROWING STRIP: ·Wooden strip for marking out the furrows on a millstone. 

FURROWS: Channels cut in the grinding face of a millstone. 

GALLERY: The platform around the cap. 

GA TE: Slide controlling flow of grain from hopper to shoe. 

GilvffiAL: An oval iron ring set in the eye of a runner stone to support it. 

GIRDLE: Syn. Collar. 

GIRT: Timbers, running the full length of the body of a post mill, which rest on the crown tree. 

GLUT BOX: Bearing used for disengaging the stone nut and quant. 

GORGING: Uneven feeding of grain through stones. 

GOVERNOR: An automatic device which controls the gap between stones. See Centrifugal and Lag Governors. 

GRAFT SHAFT: A shaft made up of both iron and wood. 

GREASE WEDGE: A removable wood portion of bearing round neck of a stone spindle, used for lubricating. 

GREAT SPUR WHEEL: Main driving wheel mounted at bottom of upright shaft and driving stone nuts. 

GREY STONES: Syn. Peak stones. 

GRIST: i. Com to be ground. ii. Animal feeds. 

GROAT MACHINE: Separates husk from oats when preparing them for porridge. 

GUDGEON: Iron journal or pin projecting from shaft forming bearing, esp. on a wooden shaft. 

HACKLE PLATE: Iron cover plate fitted "'ith a leather washer prevents dirt entering neck bearing of a stone spindle. 

HAND ROPE: Syn. Hoist rope. 

HAND WINCH: Fitted to tailpole of a post mill to help tum it into wind. 

HARP: A triangular segment of grinding face of stone containing lands and furrows. 

HEAD: Front of a post mill. 

HEAD AND TAIL MILL: A post mill ' ith separate stones driven by brake and tail wheels. 

HEAD SICK: Post mill leaning forward due to weakness in structure. 

HEEL: Inner part of sail nearest the windshaft. 

HEMLATH: The longitudinal lath on an outer edge of a sail frame. 

HOLLOW POST MILL: A post mill with drive taken through the centre of the post to gears below. 

HOODWA Y: Wooden casing enclosing a scoop wheel of drainage windpumps. 

HOPPER: A funnel-shaped container \\1hich feeds grain to stones, etc. 

HORIZONTAL MILL: Sails revoh e on a horizontal plane on a vertical shaft. 

HORNS: Bottom end of post of a post mill, cut in tongues to fit over the cross trees at their junction. 

HORSE: Wooden frame supporting the hopper, resting on the stone vat. 

HUNTING COG: An odd cog introduced or omitted to prevent the same cogs meeting at alternate revolutions, so eliminating 

excessive wear. 

HURST: The framework on which underdrift stones are mounted when drive is on the same floor. 

JACK: Syn. Jack staff. A tool used for setting the stone spindle vertical. 

JACK RING: An iron frame for lifting stone nuts out of gear in underdrift stones. 

JACK STAFF: A wooden gauge used to check the plumb of the stone spindle. 

JIB SAILS: Triangular sail cloths wound round a radial sail arm, with the tip of the sail corded to next arm. 

JIGGER: Syn. Sack Boy. A device for holding a sack open whilst it is being filled. 

JOG SCR Y: Flour dresser with inclined oscillating sieves for sifting partly ground grain before second grinding. 

KEEP: Block holding down tail of windshaft. 

KEEP FLANGE: A flange on the inner side of the curb under which the truck wheel runs. 

LADDER: Steps at rear of a post mill to give access to body. 

LAG GOVERNORS: Governors operated by the drag of the balls in their orbit when accelerated. 

See also Centrifugal governors. 

LAND: The flat raised surface between furrows on the grinding face of a millstone. 

LANTERN PINION: Syn. Trundle wheel. Gear with staves between two flanges, instead of cogs. 

LATHS: Longitudinal members of a sail frame. 

LEADING BOARD: Syn. Wind board. Narrow board fixed to leading edges of common and single shuttered sails. 

LEFT HAND MILL: Syn. Clockwise mill or sails. 

LIFT TENTER: An obsolete lever for tentering stones by hand. 

LIGHTER SCREW: Screw passing through the bridge tree used to adjust the gap between stones. 



LINK CHAIN: Chain for supporting tailpole of a post mill, often from the roof 
LINK ROD: Iron bar fitted between the tailpole and body of a post mill to take weight of the ladder when it is raised by the 

talthur. 
LISTINGS: Webbing straps connecting blinds of roller reefing sails. 
LIVE CURB: A curb carrying the cap on runner wheels. See also Dead and Shot Curb. 
LUFFING: Syn. Winding. Turning the movable part of a mill so the sails face into the wind. 
MACE: Casting that fit over the stone spindle, supporting the stone through the gimbal bar or bridge. 
MAIN POST: Large upright timber post on which the post mill revolves. 
MAROUFLAGE: Canvas steeped in white lead paint or tar before use. 
MANYHEIGHT: Stepped wedge-like pivot for crowbar when raising the runner stone for dressing. 
MARSH MILL: Syn. Drainage windpump. For draining marshes. 
MEAL: The result of grinding grain prior to it being dressed. 
MEAL BIN: Syn. Ark. Wooden bin which receives the meal from the stones. 
MEAL FLOOR: The floor immediately below the stones. 
MEAL MAN: Man employed to separate the bran from the flour before bolters were in use, after which the miller became the 

meal man. 
MEAL SPOUT: The spout which conveys the meal from the stones to the meal bins. 
MIDLANDS-TYPE POST MlLL: Post mill where the roof of the roundhouse is attached to the body, and is supported on rollers 

running on the roundhouse wall. 
MIDDLING: Syn. Stocks. A name used in Kent for the timbers to which the sails are attached. 
MIDDLINGS: An intermediate product from the flour dresser. 
MILLER'S WILLOW: A wooden spring used to tension the shoe against the damsel or quant. 
MILL PICK: Pointed bill for levelling the stone face. 
MILL-RHYND: Early form of the mace. 
MILLSTONE CRANE: A hand crane used to raise the runner stone off the mace to dress the stones. 
NECK: (Of a stone spindle). Upper journal of the spindle. 
NECK: (Of the windshaft). Front journal of the shaft. 
NECK BEARING: Main bearing of windshaft, resting on neck beatn. 
NECK STUDS: Vertical timbers holding the neck bearing in place. 
OGEE: Cap or roof with a reverse curve at the top, usually finishing with a finial and knob. 
OPEN TRESTLE: A post mill with the trestle exposed, and no roundhouse. 
OUTRIGGERS: i. Timbers supporting the roof of a Midlands type mill, with rollers running on the walls. 

ii. Braces supporting the tailpole of a smock or tower mill. 
0 VERDRIFT: Stones driven from above. 
P AINI STAFF: Wooden staff for marking high spots on stones when dressing. 
PATENT SAILS: Shuttered sails with self-regulating control gear patented by William Cubitt. 
PEAK STONE: Syn. Grey stone. A millstone grit quarried in Derbyshire in one piece. 
PENTHOUSE: Small porch or turret structure built out over a windsha:ft or fan51age, enclosing the storm hatch, or with hinged 

doors. 
PETTICOAT: Boarding projecting below the cap to protect the gap between cap and curb. 
PICK: Syn. Mill pick. 
PIERS: Brick supports for crosstrees of a post mill. 
PINTLE: Journal projecting from the top of main post of a post mill. 
PIT WHEEL: Driven gear mounted on a scoop wheel shaft. 
PLINTH: Base around bedstone which locates stone vat 
POINTING LINES: Cords attached to sail cloths for reefing a common sail. 
POLLARDS: Intermediate product from flour dressing. 
POLL END. Syn. Canister. Cast iron double box, mounted on windshaft to hold stocks. 
PORCH: Projecting roof over the door at rear ofa post mill buck. 
POST: Large, upright timber on which body of post mill pivots. 
POST MILL: A mill having its body mounted on and pivoting on a heavy upright timber post. 
PRICK POST: A vertical timber supporting breast beam of a post mill. 
PROOF STAFF: Iron staff for checking working face of the paint staff 
PUNCHEONS: Horizontal timbers bracing the cap circle to the sheers. 
QUANT: Iron shaft carrying a stone nut for driving overdrift stones. 
QUARTER: One of the sides of a smock mill. 
QUARTER BARS: Diagonal timbers supporting the main post of a post mill. 
QUERN: A hand mill for grinding grain. 
RABBET: Syn. Miller's Willow. 
RACK: Gearing round curb at top of the tower for driving the cap by a fantail, on smock or tower mills. 
RAP: A hard-wood block on the shoe to take the knock of quant or damsel. 
REEF: To take in by furling or rolling up some of the cloth of common sails to reduce the working surface. 
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RIGGER: Device, often using straps or chains, to disengage a stone nut from great spur wheel in underdrift system. 
ROCKING LEVER: A lever used in place of a chain wheel for striking patent sails. 
ROLLER MILL: Milling grain using steel rollers in place of stones. 
ROLLER REEFING SAILS: Sails using roller blinds in place of shutters. 
ROLLERS: Bearings between curb and cap in shot curb system. 
ROUNDEL: Building extension round base of tower and smock mills. 
ROUNDHOUSE: Building round trestle of post mill protecting the substructure and providing storage. 
RUBBING BURR: A small piece of French Burr stone for rubbing down high spots when stone dressing. 
RUNNER STONE: Upper, revolving stone of a pair of millstones. 
R YND: An early device set into the runner stone to take the drive, before mace and bridge or gimbal were invented. 
SACK BOY: Syn. Jigger. Wooden bar with metal hooks to hold the mouth of sack open. 
SACK CHAIN: Part of sack hoist mechanism for raising sacks. 
SACK HOIST: Device using wind power to raise sacks to bin floor. 
SACK SLIDE: Timber slide on the side of the ladder of a post mill, or on the side ofloading door of smock/tower mills for 
lowering sacks. 
SAIL BACK: Strong timber in place of a whip when used with a multi-armed cross. 
SAIL BARS: Transverse members of a sail frame. 
SAIL CLEAT: Hooks on the side ofhemlath of common sails on which the pointing lines or reefed cloth can be fixed. 
SAIL FRAME: A wooden framework of sails, formed to take either sail cloths or shutters. 
SAIL GOVERNOR: One of the devices designed by local millwrights in an attempt to improve the response of patent sail 

striking mechanism. 
SAIL IN: To close shutters of sails. 
SAIL OUT: To open shutters of sails. 
SAMSON HEAD: Iron casting fixed between top of post and bottom of crown tree to strengthen the pintle. 
SCOOP WHEEL: A vertical cast iron wheel with wooden paddles or scoops to lift water from one level to another. 
SCOTCH WEDGE: A wooden, wedge-shaped block for supporting or raising the millstone for dressing. 
SELF-EMPTYING BIN: Grain or meal bin with funnel-shaped base instead of a flat bottom. 
SHEAVES: i. Syn. Truck wheels. Wheels fitted to the underside of the cap frame to centre the cap. 

ii. Flanges of pulleys, or the pulley wheels of lifting tackle. 
SHEERS: Two longitudinal timbers laid from brest to tail under the body of a post mill, or from front to rear of the cap. 
SHOE: Syn. Feed shoe. An inclined trough which feeds grain from hopper to stones. 
SHOT CURB: A curb carrying the cap on a ring of rollers. See also Dead and Live Curb. 
SHUTTER BARS: Wooden bar connecting all shutters on one side of a sail. 
SHUTTER CRANK: Extension of a pivot lever on the side of a shutter which connects it to shutter bar. 
SHUTTERS: Movable hinged vanes of spring or patent sails which open or close to present working surface to wind. 
SICKLE DRESSING: Stones dressed with curved furrows. 
SIDE GIRT: Timbers running the full length of the side of a post mill buck. Also, upper and lower girts. 
SILL: Syn. Cill. Bottom plate, usually of oak, on base of a smock mill to carry cant posts and framing. 
SINGLE SHUTTERED SAILS: A sail with shutters on the driving or trailing side only. See Double shuttered sails. 
SKIRT: i. Outer third of grinding surface of a millstone. 

ii. Wooden extension of body of a post mill to cover the gap at top of the roof of a roundhouse. 
SKYSCRAPERS: See air brakes. 
SLIP COGS: Removable cogs in a gear. 
SMOCK MILL: Tower mill with wooden framing and body over a brick base, and with a movable cap. 
SMUTTER: A vertical machine to remove the fungus smut from wheat grain. 
SPIDER: Metal coupling fixed to front end of striking rod in the patent sail striking mechanism. 
SPILL THE WIND: Term meaning to open the shutters of the sail being driven. 
SPINDLE BEAM: Syn. Tie beam. Beams carrying either the top or the bottom bearing of the upright shaft in a post mill. 
SPRA TILE BEAM: A central, horizontal beam across the cap frame carrying, on its underside, the top bearing of the upright 

shaft in smock and tower mills. 
SPRING SAILS: Shuttered sails with the shutters controlled in each sail by a spring. 
SPRING-PATENT SAILS: Patent sails with a spring incorporated in its striking gear. 
STAGE: The platform around the body of tower or smock mills. 
ST ARTS: Spars which carry the floats of a scoop wheel. 
STAR WHEEL. See Fan Star. 
STEELY ARD: An iron lever connecting brayer and bridge tree to the governors of the tentering mechanism. 
STEADY BEARING: Bearing by the collar of a post mill which helps steady the buck against the post. 
STEADY POLE: Length of timber supported below the striking wheel, to which is attached the striking chain to prevent it 

swinging in the wind. 
STEPS: Syn. Ladder. 
STITCHING: The small grooves cut in the lands of a millstone when dressing, particularly for grinding animal foeds. 
STIVES: Rubbish and husks removed by winnower. 



STOCK: Syn. Middlings. Main timbers which pass through the poll end to which the sails are fitted. 

STONE BILL: Pointed chisel-like tool for dressing a millstone. 

STONE DRESSING: Sharpening orrecutting the working face of a millstone. 

STONE FLOOR: Floor on which the millstones are situated. 

STONE NUTS: Final drive pinion on quant (overdrive) or spindle (underdrive) to drive stones. 

STONE SPINDLE: A vertical shaft on which nnmer stone is balanced. ~ 

STORM HATCH: A door above the neck ofwindshaft to give access to the sails. 

STRADDLE BEAM: Horizontal timbers joining binders to the framework of smock tnill towers. 

STRAKES: Iron bars to take the wear on a wooden spindle, such as fitted to the neck of a wooden windshaft. 

STRIKING CHAIN: Chain used to open or close shutters of patent sails, or blinds of roller reefing sails. 

STRIKING GEAR: Control gear for operating shutters of patent sails, or blinds of roller reefing sails. 

STRIKING ROD: · Iron rod passing through the windshaft, part of the striking gear of patent or roller reefing sails. 

STRIKING RULE: The shutter bar coupling the shutters to the fork iron of the striking gear of patent sails. 

STRIKING WEIGHTS: Weights which are hung on the striking chain of patent sails to control their speed. 

STUMP IRONS: Brackets fitted to the stocks to support the triangles of the striking gear of patent sails. 

SUBSTRUCTURE (ofa post mill): Trestle supporting the post mill. 

SUNKEN POST MILL: A post mill with part of the trestle buried in the ground. 

SWALLOW: Shallow relief around the eye of the runner stone to draw the grain in from the eye. 

SWEEP: Syn. Sails. A term usedsouthofthe Thames. 

SWING-POT: Self aligning neck bearing of the windshaft, pivoted on trunnions. 

SWORD POINT: First of four positions for spreading cloth on common sails. 

TAG: Metal plate attached to side of runner stone which sweeps the meal into the chute. 

TAIL: Rear of a post mill. 
TAIL BEAM: Beam supporting tail bearing of windshaft. 
TAIL BEARING: Bearing at rear of windshaft. 
TAIL BOX: Casing enclosing wheel for winding a cap manually. 

TAIL POLE: Timber lever attached to rear of a post mill by which it can be winded. 

TAU, WHEEL: A wheel, smaller than the brake wheel, fitted at the tail of the windshaft to drive stones at the rear of a post mill. 

See Head and Tail Mill. 
TAIL WIND: A wind that catches the mill from the rear. 
T AL THUR: Lever, pivoted on the side of a tail pole, to raise the ladder of a post mill clear of the ground when winding the mill. 

TEMSE: A sieve used in dressing meal by hand. 
TENTER BOY: In early times, a boy who constantly adjusted the tenter, or gap between the stones by hand at the miller's 

instructions. 
TENTERING GEAR: A device for making fine adjustments to the gap between millstones automatically. 

THIMBLES: Syn. Flats. Bearings at each side of shutters of patent and spring sails, in which they pivot 

THRIFT: Ash handle to hold stone bill or pick. 
TIE BEAM: Timbers bracing together the cant posts of a smock mill. 

TIVER: Mixture of water and red oxide used on paint staff. 
TOWER MILL: A windmill with the tower buih of brick or masonry, with a movable cap. 

TRAIL STICK: Lever arm actuating the bell alarm. 
1RAM WHEELS: The wheels on the steps of a post mill fitted with a fantail for winding. 

TRESTLE: The substructure supporting the body of a post mill. 

TRIANGLES: Cranks connecting the spider and fork iron of the striking gear of patent and roller reefing sails. Similar to bell 

crank, but made up of rods welded together. 

TRUCK WHEELS: Syn. Truckles. Iron wheels fixed to the underside of the cap frame to centre the cap. 

TRUNDLE WHEEL: Syn. Lantern pinion. A gear with pegs instead of cogs. 

TUN: Syn. Vat. Casing round the stones. 
TURRET MILL: A post mill with two or more storeys to its roundhouse. 

TWIST PEG: Wooden knob operating crook string controlling flow of grain from shoe to stones. 

UNDERDRIFT STONE: Stones driven from below. 
UPLONG: A longitudinal member of a sail frame. 
UPRIGHT SHAFT: Main drive shaft of the mill with the wallower at top end and the great spur wheel below. 

VANES: The shutters of a sail, or the blades of a fantail. 

VAT: Syn. Tun. Casing round the stones. 
WALLOWER: A horizontal gear wheel on the upright shaft engaging with the brake wheel. 

WARBLER: Syn. Bell alarm. 
WEATHER: The twist or warp in a sail to give driving power. 

WEATHER BEAM: Syn Breast beam. Heavy lateral timber taking weight of windshaft. 

WEATHER STUDS: Vertical timbers either side of the windshaft neck. 

WELL FRAME: A framework suspended from cap frame to centre it. Obsolete system. 
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WHEEL AND CHAIN: Endless chain and gears to manually wind a cap. 
WHIP: Timbers attached to front of stocks to carry sail frames. 
WINCH POSTS: Syn. Chain posts. Posts round the wheel track, used to fasten chain of a hand winch in winding a post mill. 
WIND BOARD: Syn. Leading board. Narrow board fixed to leading edge of common and single shuttered sails. 
WINDING: Process of turning sails into the eye of the wind. 
WINDPUMP: "Windmill" with pumping machinery in place of stones, used for raising water 
WIND SHAFT: Main axle of a windmill that carries the sails and brake wheel. 
WINNOWER: A machine which blows out the dust and removes straw and rubbish from the grain. 
WIRE MACHINE: Early flour dresser. 
WIRE RIGGING: Stay wires for easing the strain on the sails. 
WORM: Helical gear used with the rack to wind the mill. 
Y-WHEEL: Wheel with metal "Y's" round the circumference to grip chain or rope. 
YOKE: Two bars fixed to tailpole of a post mill to enable it to be pushed manually when being winded. 
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